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In this paper, am almost periodic function on a topological semigroup will be characterized 

by e-almost periods. A weakly almost periodic function will be characterized by a Banach 

space and its dual space 

S 1. Imtroduction 

Let S be a topological semigl'oup with identity e, equipped with a Hausdorff 

topology jcr in which multiplication is separately continuous, that is, for each s e S 

the maps x~sx and x->xs are continuous. Let C(S) be the space of all bounded con-

tinuous functions on S with the norm llfll = sup If(x)1 and let (~f be the system, of 
*=s 

neighborhoods of e. For feC(S) and s e S, Iet us put f* =f(xs) and *f(x) =f(sx). 

For feC(S) we denote OR(f) = {fy: y e S} and OL(f) = {yf : y e S}. We say that a 

function fe C(S) is almost periodic (resp. weak-ly almost periodjc) if OR(f) or OL(f) 

is relatively compact in the norm (resp. weak) topology on C(S). Note that OR(f) is 

relatively compact in the weak (resp. norm) topology if and only if OL(f) is so in the 

weak (resp. norm) topology (cf. [2]). A subset A of S is right (resp. Ieft) totally 

bounded if, for every Ve ~f there exists a finite subset {yl,..., y~} of A such that ' 

,, 

~/ yiVDA (resp. ~/ VyiDA) . 

i=1 i=1 
The topology jdr on S is called right (resp. Ieft) translation invariant if ~/x = {Vx : 

Ve ~/} (resp. x~f = {xV: Ve (~f}) is the system of neighborhoods of x for every x e S 

We shall say that Ja' rs tl'anslation jnvariant if it is left and right translation invariant 

In case ~ js right translation invariant we shall say that a function fe C(S) is right 

quasi-unlforlnly continuous on A if, for every e > O there exists Ve (~f such that 

If(n;() f(x)1

In case jar is left translation invariant, the left quasi-uniform continuity of f is 

similarly defined. In case ja' is translation invariant, a function feC(S) is called 

quasi-uniformly contin.uous if it is right and left quasi-uniformly continuous on A 

REMARK If S rs m particular a topologrcal group, jar is translation invariant 
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and a quasi-uniformly continuous function on S is unlforlnly continuous. 

We shall prove in S 2 that an almost periodic function on a topological semigroup 

is characterized by a family of totally bounded subsets of S. The existence of an 

"e-almost period" in every translated set of a totally bounded set will be shown in 

S 3 in the case where S is a commutative group. Note that a topological semigroup 

does not have such a uniform structure as in [1]. We shall give in S 4 some examples 

of almost periodic functions in case S is an ordered space or metric space. A char-

acterization of a weakly almost periodic function on S will be given in S 5. 

The author wishes to express his deepest appreciation to Professor J. Wada, who 

gave him encouragement and many valuable suggestions 

S 2. Alrnost periodic functions om topological semigroups 

Let ~f be a family of subsets of S. We define the following several conditions 

We shall say that a function fe C(S) satisfies condition (B) with respect to ~ if, for 

every 8 > O there is A* e ~:_ such that 

A.(f, y)={a eA.: Ilfy*-f.*II 

We shall also say that a function fe C(S) satisfies condition (BR) with respect to~f 

if, for every 8 > O there is A* e ~ such that 

A~(f, y) {1;eS yeAlc and llf ffl

Condition (BL) with respect to ~ is defined by replacing A*T and f. by 1:A, and .f 

respectively. We shall say that a function f e C(S) satisfies condition (BRR) with 

respect to ~r if, for every 8 > O there is A* e ~ such that 

ARR(f y) {aeAy: Ilf.-fll 

Conditions (BRL), (BLR) and (BLL) with respect to ~f are defined by replacing the pair 

(A*y, f.) by (A*y, .f), (yA*, f.) and (J'A., .f) respectively. 

We have the following : 

THEOREM 1. If f is allnost periodic, then tllere exists a family ~tf = {A*} of 

finite subsets of S such thatfsatisfies condition (B) with respect to ~. (cf. [4]) 

PROoF. Let feC(S) be an almost periodic function on S. . Then OR(f) is rela-

tively compact in the norm topology on C(S), whence it is totally bounded. For 
any e > O, there exists a finite subset {xl""' x,,} such that 

kUf"I U(f**, 8/4) :D OR(f), where U(f, e) = {9 e C(S) : Il9 -f ll 

Note that fy*i e OR(f) for every y e S and i e Z~={1,..., n}. Let J be the set of all 

mappings of Z~ .into Z*, and put 
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Vj={yeS: llfy*i-f ll
*j(i) 

Then j~JVj=S. Choose one element yj from each . Vj, and let A, be the set 

{yj}. Clearly A, is a finite set. L~t y e. S. . . The~l there exists j e. J such ~hat y. e Vj, 

so that 

Il fy.i - fyj.i ll ~ Il fy*i - f ll + Il f - fyj.i ll 

- "j(i) xj(i) 

Let x e S and choose xi e U(f*, 8/4)･ Then we have 

llfy*-fyi*ll ~ Ilf -f ll + Ilfy*i-fyj"ill + Ilfy *i fyj"II 
- )'* y*i 

Namely f satisfies condition (B). with respect to d = {A*} 

THEOREM 2. Assume that the topology jdr of S is right (resp. Ieft) translation 

invariant and let ~f={A*} be a family of subs~ts of S. If a function fe C(S) satisfies 

condition (B) with respect to ~ and iff is right (resp. Ieft) quasi-unlformly continuous 

on each A*, then f is right (.resp. Ieft) quasi-uniformly continuous on S. 

PROOF. For any 8 > O, there is Ve (~f such that 

If(np)-f(p)1

by the quasi-uniform continuity off on A./3' Let y e S. Then there exists yo e A./3(y) 

by condition (B) with respect to Jif, that is, 

Ify*(z) -fyo'(z)[

Now, set x = e Then 

If(zy) -f(zyo)1

For n e V, we have 

l.f (ny) -,f (y)1 ~ I f (ny) - f (nyo)1 + I f (nyo) ~ f (yo)1 + I f (yo) ~f (y)I 

Therefore, f rs right quasi-uniformly continuous. 

Note that in case jar is right (resp. Ieft) translation invariant, a continuous function 

is right (resp. Ieft) quasi-uniformly continuous on any finite subset of S. Then, by 

Theorem I and Theorem 2 an almost periodic function f is right (resp. Ieft) quasi-

uniformly continuous on S. 

THEOREM 3. Let jar be right (resp. Ieft) translation invariant. If feC(S) is 

right (resp. Ieft) quasi-uniformly continuous, if there exists a family ~r = {A.} of left 

(resp. right) totally bounded sets of S and iff ~atisfies condition (B) with respect to 

~f, then f is almost periodic. " . . 
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PROOF. For each 8 > O and y e S, Iet p e A*/2(f, y). Then we have 

lpf(x)- j(x)1

Since f is right quasi-uniformly continuous on S, there exists We (~/ such that 

If(nx)-f(x)1

For x e S we have 

l,w'f(x) - f(x)1 1 f(nyx) f(yx)1
~ '=s 

Since A./2 is left totally bounded, there exists a finite subset {yl""' y.} of A*/2 Such 

that iV1 Wyi:)A./2' There exist i e Z. and n e W such that p = nyi. It follows that 

Il yf - y, f ll = sup ly f (x) - yi f (x)1 ~ sup ly f (x) - p f (.x)1 + sup lp f (x) - yt f (x)1 ~ 8. 

Hence OL(f) is totally bounded and the function f is almost periodic on S 

S 3. Almost periodic functions on groups 

Replacing the inequality ll*f-f ll 

~ e, we define condition (BL) 

LEMMA 1. Let S be an algebraic group, feC(S) and let ~r = {A.} be a family 

of subsets of S. 

(a) If f satisfies condition (B) with respect to ~r, then f satisfies conditions 

(BR) and (BL) with respect to ~~. 

(b) .fsatisfies condition (BR) (resp. (BL)) with respect to d rfand only iffsatisfies 

condition (BRR). (resp. (BLL)) with respect to the falnily ~f~1={A~1}, where A~1= 

,{x~1 : x e A.}. 

PROOF. (a) First we show that A.(f, y) ~ ~f implies A~(f, y)~~. Let a e 

A*(f, y). Then 

sup I f (zy) - f (zp)1 = Il fy -fpll 

.~s 

Setting a~1y = ?, we have 

y=aTeA.T and llf.-fll

Next we shall show that f satisfies condition (BL) with respect to ~f . It is easy to 

see that for each x e S and a e A*(f, y), sup If(zyx) -f(zax)1 
.=s 

following 

s.u~~ Il.yf- ..f ll = sup sup I.yf(x) . -. f(x)1 = sup sup I f(zyx) -f(zax)1 ~: 8 

'=s *=s *=s '~s 
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Setting ya~ I = T, similarly we have y = 7a e 1:A* and ll*f-f ll 

(b) This is obvious. 

LEMMA 2. Let S be a topological group. A subset A of S is right totally 
bounded i.f and only ifA-1 is left totally bounded. 

PRooF. Let A be right totally bounded. For each Ve (~f we can choose We (~f 

such that W-1 c V. There exists a finite subset {yl""' y*} of A such that V yiWDA. 
i=1 

Then we have {yll,..., y~1} cA-1 and 

~ VyT1 =) ~ W-1yT1 = ~ (yiW)-1 =(~ yiW)-1 :)A-1. 

i=1 i=1 i=1 
i=1 

Thus A-1 is left totally bounded. 

We introduce the following conditions for fe C(S) : 

(1*) f is almost periodic. 

(Ib) There exists a family ~~ of finite subsets of S and f satisfies condition (B) 

with respect to ~tf. 

(1*) (resp. (Id)) There exists a family ~ of right (resp. Ieft) totally bounded 

subsets of S and f satisfies condition (B) with respect to ~f. 

(Ilb) (resp. (II~)) There exists a family ~ of finite subsets of S and f satisfies 

condition (BR) (resp. (BL)) with respect to Jtf. 

(II~ (resp. (Il~)) There exists a family ~ of right (resp. Ieft) totally bounded 

subsets of S and f satisfies condition (BR) (resp. (BL)) with respect to ~. 

(IIlb) (resp. (III~)) There exists a family ~tf of finite subsets of S and f satisfies 

condition (BRR) (resp. (BLL)) with respect to Jnf 

(III*) (resp. (III~), (IIld), (III.)) There exists a family Jof of right (resp. Ieft, 

left, right) totally bounded subsets of S and f satisfies condition (BRR) (resp . (BLL), 

(BRL), (BLR)) with respect to ~. 

THEOREM 4 (a) Let S be an algebrarc group. Then vve have 

(III~) =>(III~) 
~
 (II~) t>(II~) 
~
 (1.) => (Ib) 
~
 (Ilb) =>(II.) 
~
 (IIlb) =>(III.) . 

(b) Let S be an algebraic group, and let j~ be right (resp. Ieft) translation 

invariant. Then we have 

(IIld) (resp. (III*)) and f is right (resp. Ieft) quasi-unlformly continuous 
=> (1.) . 
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have 

(c) 

(d) 

Takasi KAYANO 

Let S be an Abelian gl'oup, and let j'r be translation invarian.t. Then we 

(1*)c>(Ib)

(Ilb)f Is ~uasi-umformly 'continuous. 

Let S be a topologicalgroup. Then we have 

(IIl~) =>(III~) 

c ~ (II~) =>(II~) 
~
 

~
 (1*)~~(Ib) ~=>(1.) (or (Id)) andf is umformly continuous on S 
~
 

~
 (Ilb) =>(II.) 

~ ~ (IIlb) =>(III.) 

S 4. Ordered topollogical sernigroups and metric semigroups 

Let P be a subsemigroup of S such that e e P and xP = Px for every x e S. For 

a, b e S we write a ~･b if a e Pb. Then this relation "~" is a preorder in S which is 

compatible with the multiplication, that is, 

(1) a~a for every a eS. 
('-) a~b, b~c~a~'c 
(3) a~b=>a.c~bc, ca~cb for every ceS. 

Suppose that S is an uppel' and lower directed set, that is, for every a, b e S there exist 

c, deS such that c~a~d and c~b~d. For a, beS we put [a, b]={xeS: b~' 
x ~ a} . We say that S satisfies condition (R*) (resp. (L*)) if [x, y] is right (resp. Ieft) 

totally bounded for every x, y e S with y ~x 

THEOREM 5. Assume tha.t S satisfi.es condition (L*) (resp. (R*)), that ~ is 

right (resp. Ioft) t/'anslation invariant and that f is a bounded right (resp. Ieft) quasi-

uniformly continuous f'unction. Tlren f is almost periodic if and only if, for every 

e>0, thel'e exist ~(e), ll(e) e S such that ~(8)~l/(8) and f satisfies condition (B) with 

respect to the faln,ily ~ = {[pt(8), ~(e)]}-

PROOF. If f is almost periodic, then by Theorem I there exists a family {A.} of 

finite subsets of S such that f satisfies condition (B) with respect to {A*} . Since A* is 

a finite set, there exist ,1(8), ),(e) e S such that ~(8) ~l/(8) and [l/(8), ~(8)] D A*. It is 

clear that f satisfies condition (B) with respect to the family {[p(8), ~(e)]}. Since 

[/1(8), ),(8)] is left totally bounded by the assumption, we can see from Theorem 5 that 

f is almost periodic 

COROLLARY 1. Assume that S andfsatisfy the same conditions as in Theoreln 
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4 and that S is an algebraic group. Then f is allnost periodic if and only if, for 

every 8>0, there exists l/(8) e S such that e~l/(8) and f satisfies condition (B) witl･7 

respect to thefamily {[l/(8), e]}. 

COROLLARY 2. Assume that S and f satisfy the same conditions as in Theoreln 

4 and that S is an Abelian group. Then f is almost periodic if and only If, for every 

8>0, there exists p(8) e S such that e~u(8) a,nd f satisfies condition (BRR) with respect 

to thefamily {[l/(8), e]}. 

REMARK. Let f be a function on S and let 8 > O We call ? e S a nght (resp 
left) e-almost period of f if 

sup I f(xT) -f(x)1 

In case S rs a topological semigroup as in Theorem 4 and is an Abelian group, we have 

shown that a quasi-uniformly continuous function f is almost periodic if and only if 

for every e > O there exists an interval [p(8), e] such that for all y e S A.y = [kl(8)J', y] 

contams an 8-almost period T (cf. [3]) 

The following example shows that our characterization of an almost periodic 

function is effective in case S is not locally compact. 

EXAMPLE. Set S=Q"={x=(xl,..., x~): xi e Q, for i=1,..., n}, where Q denotes 

the usual additive group of the rational numbers. Then S is an Abelian group and is a 

topological semigroup equipped with the usual sum operation and the usual topology 

Set P={x=(xl,..., x~) eS: xi~O, for i=1,..., n}. For every x, y e S such that y~x, 

the interval [x, y] is totally bounded. Therefore, a function fe C(S) is almost periodic 

if and only if f is uniformly continuous and for every 8 > O there exists an element 

~ =(~l""' ~*) such that for every y e S there exists T e [O, A] + y which satisfies 

sup I f (x + 1;) -f (x)1 

*~s 
Now we consider the case where S is a metric semigroup, that is, the topology j~ 

coincides with the topology induced by the distance d on S. We assume that the 

drstance d is translation invariant, that is, d(a, b) = d(ac, bc) = d(ca, cb) for all a, b 

and c e S. Then in its topology ~~ multiplication is jointly continuous, that is, the map 

(x, y)->xy is continuous. We shall say that a metric semigroup S satisfies condition 

(*) if every closed ball B(x, r) = {y e S : d(x, y) ~ r} is totally bounded. 

We have 

THEOREM 6. Assulne that S is a metric semigroup which satisfies condition (*), 

that j~ is translation invariant and that f is uniformly continuouS. A function .feC(S) 

is almost periodic 1:f and on.ly if for every e>0 t/･rere exists r(8)>0 such that f 

satisfies condition (B) wit/･1 respect to thefamily {B(e, r(8))} 

PROoF. Assume that f is almost periodic. Then there exrsts a family {A*} of 
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finite subsets of S such that f satisfies condition (B) with respect to {A*} ･ Writing 

r(e) = max {d(e, x) : x e A*}, we can easily see that A* c B(e, r(e)) and f satisfies condition 

(B) with respect to {B(e, r(8))}. 

COROLLARY. Assume that S and f satisfy the same conditions as in Theorem 6 

and that S is an algebraic group. Then f is almost periodic if and only iffor every 

8>0 there exists r(8)>0 such thatfsatisfies condition (BRR) with respect to the family 

{B(e, r(e))}-

PROOF. By Theorem 4, it sufi~ces to show that conditions (BLR) and (BRR) with 

respect to {B(e, r(8))} are equivalent. Since d(yxy~1, e) = d(yxy~1, yy~1) = d(yx, ye) 

= d(x, e) ~ r for every x e B(e, r), B(e, r) also contains yxy~1. Then yx = (yxy~i)y 

e B(e, r)y and yB(e, r) c B(e, r)y. Thus yB(e, r) = B(e, r)y. Therefore, conditions 

(BLR) and (BRR) with respect to {B(e, r(e))} are equivalent 

S 5. Weakly almost periodic functions on topological semigroups 

We shall give a characterization of a weakly almost periodic function on a topo-

10gical semigroup. To this end, we consider a quartet (X, T, p, xo) of a Banach space 

X with norm ll ll, a mapping T of S into the dual space X* of X, a mapping p of S into 

X and xo e X. Assume that X* is equipped with the weak* topology a(X*, X) 

THEOREM 7. A function fe C(S) is weakly almost periodic if and only if there 

exists a quartet (X, 1:, p, xo) with the properties: 

(1) T is continuous and sup 117tll 
t=s 

(2) The range p(S) is relatively compact in the weak topology. 

(3) 

 = 

 for t, s e S. 
(4) f(t)=
. 
PROOF. Assume that there exists a quartet (X. T, p,~.¥'o) with the properties (1)-

(4). Define a mapping T ~)f X into C(S) by (Tx)(t)=
. Then l(Tx)(t)1= l 

l~llTtll llxll and lITXII ~sup IITtll llxll. Thus T is a(X, X*)-a(C(S), C(S)*)-t=s 

contmuous. Then we have 

f.(t) =f(ts) = > 

 = (Tp(s)) (t) 
for t e S and f* = Tp(s). Note that OR(f) = Tp(S). Since p(S) is relatively (T(X, X*)-

compact, OR(f) is relatively cr(C(S), C(S)*)-compact 

Thus f is weakly almost periodic 

Next we assume that a function j' e C(S) is weakly almost periodic. Let X = W(S) 

be the Banach space of all weakly almost periodic functions on S and let xo =fe W(S) 

Define a mapping T of S into X* by 

 = g(t) for t e S and g e X. Then we have 
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sup ll7tll =sup sup I 

 I =sup sup l9(t)l~l. t=s t=s g~x t=s g~x 
We can easily see that T is a continuous mapping of S into X* in the weak* topology 

Further we define a mapping p of S into X by p(t) =ft' Then p(S) is relatively a(X, 

X*)-compact and 

 =f(ts) =.f*(t) = 

 . Thus we have f(t) = 
 = 

 . Namely the quartet (X, T, p, xo) satisfies the properties (1)~4) -

The "if" part of Theorem 7 was proved m a specral case where Tt= ip Ut (ip e X*), 

pt= Utxo (cf. Burckel [2]). 
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